Premiere of story ballet is Saturday

Watsonville Taiko to perform with Santa Cruz Ballet Theater

By TAMIO HANNULA

Watsonville Taiko will be singing as well as playing drums, gongs and other percussion in concert with the ballet dancers. Every spring, Santa Cruz Ballet Theatre offers the community a concert that runs the gamut of possible ballet styles, from favorite classical works based on original choreography to ballet with decidedly modern twists, Sara Wilbourne, assistant to the artistic directors, said. Watsonville Taiko will feature a lead role in the story ballet, "Moonstones: A Tale of Three Suns," being staged by the Santa Cruz Ballet Theater and Watsonville Taiko.

Nashon Marden has a lead role in a new story ballet, "Moonstones: A Tale of Three Suns," being staged by the Santa Cruz Ballet Theater and Watsonville Taiko.
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